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Trump, the Class Cultural
Divide, and the Elites

Everyone, it seems, is reading "Hillbilly Elegy" by J. D. Vance. A Yale 
Law School Graduate, Vance looks at the struggles of the US white and 
rural classes through his own childhood in the Rust Belt. The 32-year-old 
conservative has been dubbed the "Trump whisperer." Top Democratic, 
Republican, and Independent elites are asking why they left themselves 
with a problem they didn't see coming. Their nominees were out of step with
the  electorate's mood. 

The 3 pieces below include a NY Times review of "Hillbilly Elegy", and 
2 opposing pieces on the role of the elites.

Questions for Discussion:

1. Who are the "elites" and are we in this room "elites" because    
we reside at Shell Point?

2. Did the "elites" really forget the working class and rural 
citizens?

3. What is to be done?

             Space reserved for you to compose your own questions:
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Review: In ‘Hillbilly Elegy,’ a Tough Love 
Analysis of the Poor Who Back Trump
The New York Times · by Jennifer Senior · August 10, 2016 

In late July, The American Conservative ran an interview with J. D. Vance that drew so much 
traffic it briefly crippled the central nervous system of the magazine’s website. The 
interviewer’s last line implored readers to have a look at Mr. Vance’s publishing debut, 
“Hillbilly Elegy: A Memoir of a Family and Culture in Crisis.” Ever since, his book has 
hovered at high altitude on Amazon, seldom dipping below No. 10.

After reading “Hillbilly Elegy,” you can easily understand why. This is a historically peculiar 
election cycle, boisterously disrupted by outsiders, one of whom found the perfect host body in 
the Republican Party and became its presidential nominee. An investigation of voter 
estrangement has never felt more urgent, and we’re certainly not getting one from the lacquered
chatterers on the boob tube.

Now, along comes Mr. Vance, offering a compassionate, discerning sociological analysis of the
white underclass that has helped drive the politics of rebellion, particularly the ascent of Donald
J. Trump. Combining thoughtful inquiry with firsthand experience, Mr. Vance has inadvertently
provided a civilized reference guide for an uncivilized election, and he’s done so in a 
vocabulary intelligible to both Democrats and Republicans.

Imagine that.

On the checklist of modern privilege, Mr. Vance, 31, has the top four in the bag: He is white, 
male, straight and Protestant.

But his profile is misleading. His people — hillbillies, rednecks, white trash, choose your 
epithet (or term of affection, depending on your point of view) — didn’t step off the Mayflower
and become part of America’s ascendant class. “Poverty is the family tradition,” he writes. His 
ancestors and kin were sharecroppers, coal miners, machinists, millworkers — all low-paying, 
body-wearying occupations that over the years have vanished or offered diminished security.

Mr. Vance was raised in Middletown, Ohio, a now-decaying steel town filled with Kentucky 
transplants, which at one point included his Mamaw and Papaw — in newscaster English, that’s
grandma and grandpa — who moved there shortly after World War II. Though the couple 
eventually managed to achieve the material comforts of a middle-class life (house, car), they 
brought their Appalachian values and habits with them. Some were wonderfully positive, like 
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loyalty and love of country. But others, like a tendency toward violence and verbal abuse, were 
inimical to family life.

Papaw was forever coming home drunk. Mamaw, “a violent nondrunk,” was forever tormenting
him, whether by serving him artfully arranged plates of garbage for dinner or dousing him with 
gasoline. All this guerrilla warfare affected their children. Mr. Vance’s mother was an empress 
of instability — violent, feckless, prone to hysteria. A long stint in rehab couldn’t shake her 
addiction to prescription narcotics (she’d later move on to heroin). She spun through more 
boyfriends than this reader could count and at least five husbands.

The only reason Mr. Vance made it out in one piece is because his grandparents eventually 
reconciled, becoming his unofficial guardians. (He also spent a terrifically affirming four years 
in the Marines.) Mamaw was especially encouraging. She was tough as snakeskin, foul-
mouthed as a mobster and filled with love. In a town where many children don’t finish high 
school, she raised a grandson who managed to graduate from Ohio State University and Yale 
Law School, defying skyscraping odds.

“Hillbilly Elegy,” in my mind, divides into two components: the family stories Mr. Vance tells 
— most of which are no doubt better experienced on the page than they were in real life — and 
the questions he raises. Chief among them: How much should he hold his hillbilly kin 
responsible for their own misfortunes?

In Mr. Vance’s estimation, the answer is: a lot. Economic insecurity, he’s convinced, accounts 
for only a small part of his community’s problems; the much larger issue is hillbilly culture 
itself. Though proud of it in many ways, he’s also convinced that it “increasingly encourages 
social decay instead of counteracting it.”

His frustration with the nonworking white poor is especially acute. He recalls being a cashier at 
a Middletown grocery store and watching resentfully as his neighbors, who had creatively 
gamed the welfare system, jabbered on their cellphones as they were going through the 
checkout line.

He could not afford a cellphone.

“Political scientists have spent millions of words trying to explain how Appalachia and the 
South went from staunchly Democratic to staunchly Republican in less than a generation,” Mr. 
Vance writes. He suspects those cellphones have a lot to do with it. “I could never understand 
why our lives felt like a struggle while those living off of government largess enjoyed trinkets 
that I only dreamed about.”
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Time and again, Mr. Vance preaches a message of tough love and personal responsibility. He 
has no patience with an old acquaintance who told him he quit his job because he hated waking 
up early, only to take to Facebook to blame the “Obama economy.” Or with a former co-worker
at a tile warehouse who missed work once a week though his girlfriend was pregnant.

Squint, and you’ll note the incendiary nature of Mr. Vance’s argument. It’s always treacherous 
business to blame a group for its own misfortunes. Certainly, an outsider cannot say what Mr. 
Vance is saying to his kin and kind. But he can — just as President Obama can say to fellow 
African-Americans, “brothers should pull up their pants,” as he did on MTV.

The difference is that President Obama believes poverty, though it may have a cultural 
component, is largely a structural problem, one the government can play a large role in fixing. 
Mr. Vance, a conservative, takes a far dimmer view.

Whether you agree with Mr. Vance or not, you must admire him for his head-on confrontation 
with a taboo subject. And he frames his critique generously, stipulating that it isn’t laziness 
that’s destroying hillbilly culture but what the psychologist Martin Seligman calls “learned 
helplessness” — the fatalistic belief, born of too much adversity, that nothing can be done to 
change your lot.

What he’s really writing about is despair.

Never is Mr. Vance more aware of this pessimism and estrangement than when he leaves for 
Ohio State University. He’s plumped with hope; his neighbors, left behind, feel its opposite. 
“There was something almost spiritual,” he writes, “about the cynicism of the community at 
large.”

His friends and relations are convinced that the media lies. That politicians lie. That the 
military, an institution they revere, is fighting two fruitless wars. Universities feel “rigged” and 
inaccessible; job prospects are slim. For what purpose do you live under such circumstances? 
When the stanchions of your life have sunk into the muck?

Mr. Vance doesn’t have all the answers. But he’s advancing the conversation.

“Hillbilly Elegy - A Memoir of a Family and Culture in Crisis,” by J. D. Vance - 264 pages. 
Harper. $27.99.
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           ~ Carrie Sheffield, Trump ties to make Elite a four letter word.. Salon.com, Nov 8, 2016

 Sorry, Donald Trump — “elite” is not a four-
letter word: Ivy Leaguers Trump and Steve 
Bannon have peddled a brand of anti-elitism 
that’s anti-American
Republican nominee and his acolytes are throwing words “elite” like a slander and a slur — and that should 
give conservatives and all Americans reason for pause. First, because Donald Trump et al are attempting to 
dismantle bedrock principles of economic and conservatism and second, because behind their “anti-elitist” 
rhetoric lies a brutal, unbridled ambition to become the unchecked, new ruling elite.

First, to the attempted betrayal of Adam Smith and Edmund Burke. As Fay Vincent Jr. argued in an excellent 
Wall Street Journal op-ed: “Many Americans now view “power, talent and wealth” as accretions of systems that 
confer status in unfair ways. To them, an elite person achieves his status by birth at the expense of others.”

Sadly, this misinterpretation perpetuated by Trump and his campaign degrades and perverts the American 
Dream. It’s no wonder that much of Trump’s populist demagoguery channels that of Sen. Bernie Sanders, not to
mention socialist and oligarchic strongmen leaders in Latin American and the Middle East: Tar and feather the 
rich! Demean excellence and accomplishment! Enflame the passions of identity politics! It is the 
rhetoric typically embraced by the left.

Rather than seeking to “Make America Great Again,” Trump would destroy what made us great in the first 
place. Free enterprise and capitalism are the most staggeringly effective means of alleviating poverty and 
advancing human achievement in the world. 

As Americans, we have always stood at the forefront of that advancement — the dividends resulting from our 
commitment to personal freedom and enlightenment include the most astonishing discoveries in history. These 
simple, stark truths are often obscured today, as shame and anger directed at our forefathers and today’s “global 
elite,” who were and are fallible guides leading us along the path of innovation. Though imperfect, they play a 
vital role in ensuring that, as Martin Luther King Jr. so eloquently put it, “The arc of the moral universe is long, 
but it bends towards justice.”

The American forefathers laid out the blueprint for us to seek happiness — a revolutionary concept, something 
not readily accessible to the common man or woman elsewhere amid the world’s oligarchies and dictatorships. 
And while our history is besotted with sins and error, we are a society that has constantly marched toward an 
undeniable exceptionalism. 

We are a nation that is wealthier, more generous, productive and creative than any in the world. We are a nation 
that preserves global stability through a robust military presence that does not seek conquest but rather 
cooperation. We are a nation that empowers women, people of color, those with disabilities and the vulnerable 
in society, allowing them to make achievements unlike anywhere else. 

Trump’s governing philosophy would undermine free enterprise by imposing tariffs and launching trade wars 
that harm America’s middle class. His diatribes against a supposedly corrupt and broken system denies the 
bedrock conservative belief in American exceptionalism. Trump’s obsession with manufacturing jobs is 
backward looking and smacks of leftist revanchism. 
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++++

How Trump Will Stick It to Elites
bloombergquint.com · by Francis Wilkinson 

(Bloomberg View) -- I am part of a despised and corrupt elite, and I have it coming to me.

It has taken me some time to absorb that reality; my fortunes have changed much. My father was a high school 
graduate who worked for years at a sales job he hated. My mother was a schoolteacher. I was the last of six kids
so the supply train, always under assault, was pretty broken down by the time I came along. I started making my
own money in sixth grade and never stopped. I finished paying for college in my mid-30s.

But here I am. Urban, if not urbane. Working in the elitist industry that Trump encouraged his mobs to taunt 
and jeer and give the finger to because, hey, let's face it, all we do here in the mainstream news media is lie and 
wallow in our corruption and elitism and take orders from mysterious America-haters about what we're 
supposed to write and say.

But take heart, Trumpians, for your hero is about to deliver our cosmopolitan comeuppance. "Elites have taken 
all the upside for themselves and pushed the downside to the working- and middle-class Americans,” said Steve
Bannon, Trump's populist trumpet, a man who dabbles on the side running a website popular with racists. 

The precise nature of the penalty elites will pay is unclear. Projecting actual federal policies onto the blueprint 
of the Trump campaign has been like trying to discern which animal a crayon-wielding toddler has splashed 
across the diner menu. Is that an energy plan? A giraffe? 

By extrapolating from Trump's campaign, and from the "Better Way" agenda of Trump's soon-to-be-loyal-
lieutenant Paul Ryan, it looks as if the first thing that elites will be targeted with is a huge tax cut.

Here's my colleague Paula Dwyer:

Both would reduce individual taxes. Ryan would cut the top rate to 33 percent from 39.6 percent. Trump would 
bring it down even more, to 25 percent. Ryan would increase the standard deduction and eliminate the 
alternative minimum tax. So would Trump. Ryan would repeal estate and gift taxes. So would Trump.

Can't you just feel the cosmopolitan elite squirming at the prospect of all that extra unwanted wealth? 

The Trump campaign subsequently updated its tax plan, including its top marginal rate, to be "very similar to 
the House GOP plan." Ryan, at least, would eliminate the tax deduction for state and local taxes, which is a 
good way to punish people who live in high-tax states, such as California, Massachusetts and New York, which 
give their electoral votes to Democrats. (Those are also the states that fund the federal government, making it 
possible for Washington to transfer wealth to low-tax basket cases like Alabama, Louisiana and Mississippi, the
deep red states that we elites sneer at while we subsidize them.) 

Trump, who lives in blue Manhattan and perhaps fears that he might yet pay taxes one day, has a plan that goes 
easier on residents of Trump Tower than Ryan's plan. But either way, the elite are set to end up with a whole lot
more money.

Brutal, man.
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Trump is promising to punish the elite in other ways. He's "draining the swamp" in Washington by empowering
lobbyists on his transition team, where they oversee the issues they are paid to influence. The lobbyists, with 
their fat paychecks and expense accounts, must be reeling under the weight of their new responsibilities.

It gets worse. Liberal elitist economists, including the most liberalist and elitistist of all, Paul Krugman, have 
been pleading for infrastructure investment for years. Now that he's in a position to stick it to the elite, Trump 
will finally give Krugman the policy that he wants, and the Republican Congress, which refused to spend a 
penny under Obama, will become a fire hose blowing money out the door. 

Krugman, who I'm pretty sure is also in line for a huge tax cut, will be so mad.

Of course, while the loathsome and hypocritical elite are buying new vacation homes as a result of Trump's 
punishing blows, or buying elite educations so that their children can attend elite universities and network with 
other elite youth in order to cement their place in the elite forever, some less elite types may experience modest 
discomfort.

Some people who have lived and worked in the U.S. for more than a decade, raising families and building 
communities, will be deported to places they no longer recognize. 

Some working women on the lower end of the class scale may find that the jocular tone of the red cappers at 
work takes a humiliating and sexually aggressive tone. 

Some brown-skinned Americans who used to feel fine have had pits in their stomachs since Tuesday night.

One of Trump's most reliable traits is kicking down. The losers will have at least four years to get used to the 
abuse. Maybe then Trump will really go after the elites. First, he wants to fatten them up.

This column does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the editorial board or Bloomberg LP and its owners.

bloombergquint.com
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Perhaps of interest: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Power_Elite
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